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DETECTING SIGNATURE ES W TH N AM ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT

BACKGROUND

[0001] Multifunctional peripheral device (MFP device) incorporates the

functionality of a number of devices such as a printer a fax machine and a

scanner. The combination of these devices into one device allows users to go

to a single source to print, fax, copy, and scan materials. An MFP device allows

a user to send information to the MPF device in order to print off the material,

make copies of that material, and/or fax that material to another without having

to make multiple trips from his or her seat or interface with more than a single

device

BRIEF DESCRIPTiON OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] The accompanying drawings illustrate various examples o the

principles described herein and are a part of the specification. The illustrated

examples are given merely for illustration, and do not limit the scope of the

claims.

[0003] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a system incorporating a

multifunctional peripheral device (MFP device) for detecting signature line in a

document according to one example of the principles described herein.

[0004] Fig. 2 is a diagram of a multifunctional peripheral device

according to one example of the principles described herein.

[0005] Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing a method of detecting signature

lines within an electronic document with a multifunctional peripheral device

according to one example of the principles described herein.



[ 00 ] Fig, 4 is a flowchart showing a method of detecting signature

lines within an electronic document with a mu!tifunctionai peripheral device

according to another example of the principles described herein

[0007] Throughout the drawings, identical reference numbers

designate similar, but not necessarily identical, elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] As described above, multifunctional peripheral devices (MFP

devices) provide to a user the advantage of a "one-stop-shop" device where a

user may make copies, scan documents, fax documents, and print off

documents. Usually, the MFP device is the starting or ending point of a

document workflow. With MFP devices the user is given limited ability to alter

the documents scanned, faxed, or received by the MFP device. Where a user

inputs a document to the FP device, that document is printed off without the

user being able to significantly alter the contents of the document including the

text or images that appear on the documents. The user is also not allowed to

delete pages of the document, but Instead is left to print ail of the pages

regardless of the whether the user intended to have those pages printed. Still

further, a user may not be allowed to alter a scanned document he or she has

caused to be scanned by the FP device. Even further, a user may not be

allowed to alter the contents of a document that the user has attempted to fax,

[0009] The present specification, therefore, describes a system

comprising a multifunctional peripheral device comprising a processor and a

display device in which the processor detects signature lines in an electronic

document and in which the display device displays the detected signature lines

one at a time.

[00 ] The present specification further describes a method of

detecting signature lines within an electronic document with a multifunctional

peripheral device, comprising receiving the electronic document at the

multifunctional peripheral device, detecting signature lines in the electronic



document, and displaying each detected signature line within the eiectronic

document on a display device of the multifunctional peripherai device.

[00 ] Even further, the present specification describes a co uter

program product for receiving edits to an eiectronic document, the computer

program product comprising a computer readabie storage medium comprising

computer usable program code embodied therewith, the computer usabie

program code comprising computer usable program code to, when executed by

a processor, computer usable program code to, when executed by a processor,

receive the eiectronic document at a muStif c onai peripheral device, computer

usable program code to, when executed by a processor, detect signature lines

within the electronic document, and computer usabie program code to, when

executed by a processor, disp!ay the signature iines on a disp!ay device of the

multifunctional peripherai device.

[0012] As used in the present specification and in the appended

ciaims, the term "multifunctional peripheral device" is meant to be understood

taroad!y as any physica! hardware that combines two or more devices or

functions into a singie device. Consequently, the multifunctional peripheral

device may comprise two of either a printer, a scanner, a facsimiie machine, a

copier machine, emailing device or combinations thereof.

[0013] Additionally, as used in the present specification and in the

appended claims, the term "eiectronic document" is meant to be understood

broadiy as any eiectronic media content that define, when printed onto a

medium, a physical document.

[0014] Further, as used in the present specification and in the

appended claims, the term "signature line" is meant to be understood as any

Sine in the document where the user is to enter hand-written information in one

example, a "signature" comprises name signatures, initials, authorizations,

dates, or other signatory information provided b a user.

[0015] Even still further, as used in the present specification and in the

appended claims, the term "a number o or simiiar language is meant to be

understood broadly as any positiv number comprising 1 to infinity; zero not

being a number, but the absence of a number.



[00 ] n the following description, for purposes of explanation,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide thorough

understanding of the present systems and methods. St will be apparent,

however, to one skilled in the art that the present apparatus, systems and

methods may be practiced without these specific details. Reference in the

specification to "an example" or similar language means that a particular

feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with that example is

included as described, but may not be included in other examples.

[00 ] Turning now to the figures, Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a

system (100} incorporating a multifunctional peripheral device (v FP device)

(105) for detecting signature lines in a document according to one example of

the principles described herein. The system (100) may include an electronic

device (110). Examples of electronic devices (1 10) include servers, desktop

computers, laptop computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile

devices, smartphones, gaming systems, and tablets, among other electronic

devices.

[0018] To achieve its desired functionality, the FP device (105)

comprises various hardware components. Among these hardware components

may be a number of processors (1 5), a number of data storage devices (120),

a number of peripheral device adapters (125), and a number of network

adapters (130). These hardware components may be interconnected through

the use o a number of busses and/or network connections. In one example,

the processor (1 ), data storage device (120), peripheral device adapters

(125), and a network adapter (130) may be communicatively coupled via a

common bus within the FP device (105).

[00 ] The processor (1 ) may include the hardware architecture to

retrieve executable code from the data storage device (120) and execute the

executable code. The executable code may, when executed by the processor

( 115), cause the processor (115) to implement at least the functionality of

detecting a signature line within an electronic document, receive input to scroll

through a number of detected signature lines, and receive input indicating a

signature is being written to the signatures lines. The executable code may,



when executed by the processor ( ), further cause the processor ( to

implement at least the functionality of detecting when a palm of a hand has

touched the display device (150) and reject that touch as input to the display

device ( 0), the course of executing code, the processor ( ) may receive

input from and provide output to a number of the remaining hardware units.

[0020] The data storage device (120) may store data such as

executable program code that is executed by the processor (115) or other

processing device. As will be discussed, the data storage device (120) may

specifically store computer code representing a number of applications that the

processor (115) executes to implement at least the functionality described

herein.

[0021] The data storage device (120) may include various types of

memory modules, including volatile and nonvolatile memory. For example, the

data storage device (1 0) of the present example includes Random Access

Memory (RAM) (135), Read Only Memory (ROM) (140), and Hard Disk Drive

(HDD) memory (145). Many other types of memory may also be utilized, and

the present specification contemplates th use of many varying fype(s) of

memory in the data storage device (120) as may suit a particular application of

the principles described herein. In certain examples, different types o memory

in the data storage device (120) may be used for different data storage needs.

For example, in certain examples the processor (115) may boot from Read Only

Memory (ROM) (140), maintain nonvolatile storage in the Hard Disk Drive

(HDD) memory (145), and execute program code stored in Random Access

Memory (RAM) (135).

[0022] Generally, the data storage device (120) may comprise a

computer readable medium, a computer readable storage medium, or a non-

transitory computer readable medium, among others. For example the data

storage device (120) may be, but not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical,

electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device, or

any suitable combination of the foregoing. More specific examples of the

computer readable storage medium may include, for example, the following: an

electrical connection having a number of wires, a portable computer diskette, a



hard disk, random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), an

erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a

portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device,

a magnetic storage device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing, In the

context of this document, a computer readable storage medium may be any

tangible medium that can contain or store computer usable program code for

use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or

device. In another example, a computer readable storage medium may be any

non-transitory medium that can contain, or store a program for use by or in

connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device,

[0023] The hardware adapters {125, 130) in the MFP device (105)

enable the processor (115) to interface with various other hardware elements,

externa! and internal to the MFP device (105). For example, the peripheral

device adapters (125) may provide an interface to input/output devices, such as,

for example, display device ( 0) a mouse, a keypad (Fig. 2 , 210), or a

keyboard. The peripheral device adapters (125) may also provide access to

other external devices such as an externai storage device, a number of network

devices such as, for example, servers, switches, and routers, client devices,

other types of computing devices, and combinations thereof,

[0024] The display device (150) may be provided to allow a user of

the MFP device (105) to interact with and implement the functionality of the

system (100), The peripheral device adapters (125) may also create an

interface between the processor ( 115) and the display device (150), a printer

(170), scanner (185), or other media input/output devices. The network adapter

(130) may provide an interface to other computing devices within, for example, a

network (155), thereby enabling the transmission of data between, for example,

the electronic device ( 110) and the MFP device ( 5) as well as other devices

couple to or located within the network (155).

[0025] The signature line detection module (180) may, when executed

by the processor ( ), display the number of graphical user interfaces (GUIs)

on the display devic (150) associated with the executable program code

representing the number of applications stored on the data storage device



(120 , The GUIs may include aspects of the executable code including

presenting the eiectronic document to the user, detecting a number of signature

ine s within the eiectronic document, graphically showing those detected

signature Sines to the user, and providing various toois that may be used by the

user to edit the eSecironic document by, for example, inserting a signature into

the electronic document. The GUis may display, for example, the electronic

document sent to the FP device 5) by a user. Whi!e accessing the

electronic document, a portion of the graphical user interface (GUI) may further

display various editing toois such as strikethrough, underline, boid, italicize,

deiete, insert tabie, insert page numbering, and insert buileting, among others.

Indeed, the GUI ma include editing toois similar to those accessibie to the user

on an electronic device (110). In one example, the GUi ma include editing

tools similar to those accessible to a user of an electronic device (1 10) running

Microsoft® Word®. Microsoft® Word® is a computer program sold by the

Microsoft Corporation located at Redmond Washington. As mentioned above,

the display device {150) may be a display device (Fig. 2 , 205) such as that

shown in Fig. 2 Further examples of display devices { 0) include a computer

screen, a laptop screen, a mobile device screen, a personal digital assistant

(PDA) screen, and a tabiet screen, each communicatively coupied to the MFP

device (105). Examples of, the GUis displayed on the display device (150), will

be described in more detail below.

[0026] The MFP device (105) further comprises a number of modules

used in the implementation of the system {100). The various modules within the

MFP device {105} comprise executable program code that may be executed

separately. In this example, the various modules may be stored as separate

computer program products. In another example, the various modules within

the MFP device (105) may be combined within a number of computer program

products; each computer program product comprising a number of the modules.

[0027] Figure 2 is a diagram of a multifunctional peripheral device

{MFP device) {200) according to one example of the principles described herein.

As discussed above, the MFP device may comprise a display device (205), a

stylus (235), and a keypad (210). The display device {205) allows the user to



interface with the MFP device (200) . The display device (205 may be an

device that allows a user of the MFP device (200) to view and edit an electronic

document. Examples of an MFP device (105) comprise, a liquid crystai display

(LCD), a cathode ray tube (CRT), a plasma panel, an electroluminescent panel,

a light-emitting diode (LED) display, among others. In one example, the display

device (205) may be an 800x800 resolution 8 inch display. In another example,

the display device (205) is a multi-touch input device such as an infra-red multi-

touch panel.

[0028] The MFP device (200) may further include a keypad (21 0),

The keypad (2 0) a lo s a user to hard-key in a number of letters and numbers

so as to, for example, input a fax number. The MFP device (200) may,

therefore, be communicatively coupled to a telephone sysiem in order to fax the

electronic documents to others.

[0029] The MFP device (200) may further include a stylus (235). The

stylus may be used by the user of the MFP device (200) to interact with a

graphical display displayed on the display device (205). In one example, the

user may use th stylus to place a signature on a detected signature line within

the electronic document as described below.

[0030] The MFP device (200 further comprises those features that

allow the user to scan, copy, and print the electronic document after the user

has made edits to or signed the electronic document. For example, the MFP

device (200) may comprise a scanner (21 5 . The scanner (21 5) ay comprise

a feed slot into which a user may insert a printed document and have the

physical page scanned and converted into an e!ectronic document. This

electronic document may then be viewed and edited by the user via the display

device (205) as described herein.

[0031] The MFP device (200) may further comprise a copier (220).

The copier (220) may be a glass plane that is accessed by iifitng a portion of the

MFP device (200) that comprises the feed slot of the scanner (2 ) . in one

example, the charge-couple device used to scan a document with the scanner

(21 5) may be similarly used to copy a document placed on th glass plane.



Similar to above, the converted electronic document may be edited by the use

via the displa device (205) as described herein.

[0032] The MFP device (200) may further compri s a media supply

unit 225) and a printed document discharge (230). The media supply unit 225)

may provide a supply of for example, paper to the FP device (200) so that

hard copies of an electronic document may be produced. The document

discharge 230) may be a platform on which prinied documents emerge from

the MFP device 200) after th user has caused those documents to be printed.

[0033] During operation of the MFP device (200), a user may access

an electronic document via the display device (205) and edit it by signing the

electronic document n a number of locations. As briefly described above, the

electronic document may be obtained b the MFP device (200) by either

sending an electronic document from the electronic device (Fig. 1, 0) or by

scanning or copying a hard copy of a document. If the electronic document is

obtained from scanning or copying the hard document, the MFP device (200)

may first convert the scanned text and images on the document i to an editable

format. For example, the text on the hard copy may be recognized optically by

the MFP device (200) using optical character recognition.

[0034] The scanned image may comprise a number o signature lines.

These signature lines ma be detected by the MFP device (200) using the

signature line detection module (Fig. 1, 160). The signature detection module

uses a signature line detection process to detect ail signature lines within an

electronic document and, either automatically or by direction by a user, display

all signature lines in a sequential manner so that the user may be able to place

his or her signature on those lines. Once a user has added a signature to a

line, the signature and any other edits made to the electronic document are

saved as a new surface of the electronic document.

[0035] After an electronic document has been created by either

scanning a hard copy of the document into the MFP device (200) or by the MFP

device 200) receiving the electronic document, the electronic document may

have the orientation of each page rotated to a human-readable orientation if not



already correctly oriented. Rotating the pages this wa may insure that aii

signature lines are defected by the signature line detection module (180).

[0036] Where a document has been scanned or where the electronic

document is not a word processing document, after aii the pages have been

properly rotated, the content of all the pages, if scanned in color, may be

transformed into greyscale representation. A sobel filtered image or contour

map may then be generated from the image content. A sobei filter is an edge

detection process that uses a number of kernels which are convolved with the

original image to calculate approximations of the derivatives: one for horizontal

changes, and one for vertical changes in the image. This approximates the

corresponding image gradient in the image that is then used to produce a

gradient approximation within the image content.

[0037] A contour map is map comprising a number of paths in an

image along which the image intensify vaiues are equal to a constant in one

example, the intensity values of each pixel within the grayscale image are

mapped and each intensity is represented as a path within the grayscale image.

[0038] The resulting filtered image or contour map may then be

subjected to a Hough transform. A Hough transform uses a two-dimensionai

array, called an accumulator, that detects the existence of a line described by:

r ~ x * cos θ y * si *

[0039] where r is the distance between the line in an image and an

origin on a cartesian coordinate system and 2 is the angle of the vector

orthogonal to the line. The dimension of the accumulator equals the number of

unknown parameiers, for example, two, considering quantized values of "r and

Θ in the pair r, . For each pixel at (x,y) and its neighborhood, the Hough

transform process determines if there is enough evidence of a straight line at

that pixel if so, it will calculate the parameters (r,9) of that ine , and then look

for the accumulator's bin thai the parameters fail into, and increment the value

of that bin. By finding the bins with the highest values, for example by looking

for ocal maxima in the accumulator space, the detected lines can be extracted,

and their geometric definitions read off. A threshold bin value may be set such

that the majority of false positive results are filtered out. n this case, the



parameters are set such that lines within the electronic document that are lines

but thai are not signatures lines are not detected as such. Bounding regions

around any particular horizontal line may also be taken into consideration when

determining whether the horizontal lines are indeed signature lines. In on

example, if subsequent data above or below the horizontal lines in the electronic

document exist, then the horizontal line is rejected as being a signature line

onto which a user is to place his or her signature.

[0040] In another example, if the electronic document was a result of

a scanned hard copy of a document then optica! character recognition software

may be used in conjunction with the Hough transform to detect either general or

specific text within the electronic document. In this case, a signature line tha

comprises no text above the horizontal line but that comprises text below the

horizontal line may indicate a signature line tha is to be signed by a specific

person or entity in this example, a user may so indicate his or her name, title,

or company name, and the f device 200) may consider that information

when determining whether the horizontal line is a signature line. Similarly, if the

electronic document was received by the MFP device 200) from another

electronic device (Fig. 1, 0) and had not been the result o a scanning

operation of a hard copy, the data associated with the text of the electronic

document may be considered in a similar wa as described above.

[0041] In one example, the MFP device 200) may take into

consideration the length o the horizontal line when running the Hough

transform and detecting signature lines. In this example, a length may be set

such that a deviation from a specific length beyond an allowable threshold,

either longer or shorter, may indicate that the detected horizontal line is not a

signature line. In one example, the threshold length may be one inch where any

detected line above one inch is determined to not be a signature Sine while

detected lines at o below one inch may be considered a signature line. Other

examples may include various lengths set as a parameter after implementation

of th Hough transform in order to iimit the length of any detected horizontal line

in the image. In another example, the set of potential signature lines indicated

by the Hough transform may be further subjected to additional post-processing



by other hardware or software to eliminate false positives. These post-

processes may also look a the surrounding areas, connections to other Sines or

structures, surrounding text, or other metrics to reduce the set to a final set of

actuai signature lines.

[0042] The resulting data created by the Hough transform may list the

starting and ending point locations on the page of each horizontal line the MFP

device (200) has predicted is a signature line. These starting and ending point

locations form location data of each detected horizontal line that is considered a

signature line and may be saved as metadata associated with the electronic

document on the data storage device F g, 1 120),

[0043] The display device (205) of the P device (200) will then be

provided with the location data and scroll through each of the lines within the

electronic document tha the MFP device 200) has predicted as being signature

lines. The image viewed on the screen may also be scaled up or down to best

display the signature line for the user to see the whole line. This allows a user

to be able to comfortably input their signature into the electronic document as

well as other information. The GUI displayed by the display device (205) may

comprise a forward and backward button by which a user may actuate such that

a previous or a next detected signature line is shown. This allows a user to

scroll through each detected signature line to determine visually if these lines

have been signed.

[0044] Each of the detected signature lines may be displayed on the

display device (205) such that they are positioned at the bottom of the display

device (205). This allows a user to sign on the signature lines using the stylus

(235) provided with the FP device (200). This allows the user to sign on the

signature lines without touching the display device (205). In one example, the

user may select, via the display device, a right- or left-justification feature tha

places the signature line either the left or right side of the display device. The

justification may be dependent on the left- or right-handedness of the user and

may be set by the user using user preferences. another example, the left- or

right-justification may be dependent on the placement of the user's wrist on th



bezel (240) or the placement of the bezel (240) with respect to the display

device 205)

[0045] In one example, the FP device (200) comprises a bezel (240)

tha is raised above the display device (205) for the user to rest his or her palm

on while signing on the signature lines. This bezel (240) physically prevents a

user's palm from coming in contact with the display device (205) and causing

the display device to react in an unintended way. another example, the MFP

device (200) may be able to detect that a relatively large area of the display

device (205) s being touched and reject that touch as an un- intentional touch.

[0046] in another example, the display device (205) may display each

signature in e highlighting that line in a different color. This aiiows a user to

quickly see the signature iine and begin signing on the Sine with the stylus (235)

or his or her finger. Multiple colors may be used to indicate appropriate

locations for multiple signatures. In one example, the multiple colors may

indicate specific users are to sign on that signature line.

[0047] A firmware database may also be created on the data storage

device (Fig. 1, 120) to store the new surfaces created by the placement of the

user's signature by the user. Each page of the electronic document may,

therefore, have an editing surface associated with it and each page may be

stored with the editing surface on the data storage device (Fig. 1, 120). When

the electronic document is digiially sent, stored, printed, or faxed, the electronic

document will contain this new information defining the new image surfaces on

top of the original electronic documents.

[0048] A s described above, a signature may be generated by the user

using the graphical user interface presented on the display device (205). In one

example, a user may select a tool from a menu that allows him or her to, using a

finger or the stylus (235), sign his or her signature on the display device (205)

and securely save the signature on the data storage device (Fig. 1 , 120) by

associating the signature with a password and/or username. The user may iater

access the saved signature using the password and/or username. in one

example, the user may be prompted to login to and logout of the MFP device

(200). In this example, the login information comprising a username and



password automatically allows that user access to t e signature without having

to provide the username and/or password again. In one example, the signature

process may be backed by a service such as Doc S gn® Docusign® is a San

Francisco company that sells electronic signature technology and document

transaction management service for facilitating electronic exchanges of

electronic documents. In other examples, other technologies may also be used

such as Near-Field Communications (NFC) based devices, access card

readers, dynamic security-code entry, o any other suitable method to

authenticate the user at the device.

[0049] When the electronic document is signed, a document

transaction management service may indicate that the document wa signed by

a user. The information will also provide the date and time of the signing as well

as ihe specific name of the user who signed the electronic document. This

provides a higher level of security such that a recipient of the signed electronic

document may be able to verify via the document transaction management

service that the document was signed by the appropriate user. This allows for

two or more users to securely conduct business using an electronic document

without the need to be physically present to verify that a document was signed

by the appropriate user.

[0050] Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing a method 300) of detecting

signature lines within an electronic document with a multifunctional peripheral

device according to one example o the principles described herein. The

method (300 may begin with receiving 305) an electronic document at the

MFP device Fig. 2 , 200 . As mentioned above, the electronic document may

be received by the FP device (Fig. 2 , 200) after a document has been

scanned by the MFP device Fig. 2, 200). The MFP device (Fig. 2 , 200) may

then detect (310) signature lines within the electronic document. The detection

of the signature lines of a scanned document may comprise implementing a

number of processes that analyze the images of each page of the electronic

document for recognizing patterns in the images. In one example, the pattern to

be detected is horizontal Sines. Where the electronic document is provided to

the MFP device (Fig. 2 , 200) via an electronic device {Fig. 1 , 10), it may be in



the form of a word processing document such as a doc file. In this case, the

MFP device (Fig. 2 200) may detect horizontal lines in the electronic document

using metadata that defines horizontal lines and that are associated with the

word processing document

[0051] The MFP device (Fig. 2 . 200) may then display (315) each

detected signature line within the eiectronic document on a display device (Fig.

2 , 205) of the FP device (Fig, 2 , 200), As described above, a user may then

scroll through the detected signature lines and apply a signature to the

electronic document as described above.

[0052] Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing a method (400) of detecting

signature Sines within an eiectronic document with a multifunctional peripheral

device according to one example of the principles described herein. The

method (400) may begin with determining (405) whether the electronic

document is a word processing document if the electronic document is a word

processing document (Decision YES, 405), then the method (400) continues

with detecting (430) signature lines in the electronic document as described

above. In this example, the metadata associated with the word processing

document may be used to detect (430) those lines defined therein. After the

ine s have been detected, the individual signatures lines may then be displayed

(435) to the user of the MFP device (200) on the display device (205) as

described above.

[0053] If i is determined that the eiectronic document is not a word

processing document (Decision NO, 405) then the method may continue with

the MFP device (Fig. 2 200) determining (410) whether the electronic document

is in color if i is determined (Decision 410, NO) thai the eiectronic document is

not in coior, the method (400) may continue by generating a countour map of

the electronic document (417) and transforming (425) the contour map using the

Hough transform described above, if it is determined (Decision 410, YES) that

the electronic document is in coior, then the method (400) may continue with the

MFP device (Fig. 2 , 200) transforming (415) content with the electronic

document into a greyscale representation. As described above, the electronic

document may be provided to th MFP device (Fig. 2, 200) by an electronic



device (Fig. 1, 0) or by a scanner or copier of the MFP device (Fig. 2, 200)

itself. Previous to the transformation of the electronic document into grayscale,

the onentation of each page may be set to portrait as described above

[0054] The method may continue with generating (420) a contour map

of grayscale representation of the electronic document. The contour map may

then be transformed (425) using a Hough transform and signature lines may be

detected (420) in the electronic document as described above.

[0055] The individual signatures lines may then be detected (430) and

displayed (435) o the user of the MFP device (200) on the dispiay device (205).

As described above, the view on the display device (205) of each signature line

may be optimized by centering the signature line on the display device (205)

and may additional!y zoom in on the signature. In one example, a specific zoom

factor is applied to the signature line such that the entire signature iine fills the

entire display device (205). Additionally, the view may be optimised by placing

the detected line at the very most lower portion of the dispiay device (205) so

that a user's palm may not touch the dispiay device (205)

[0056] Aspects of the present system and method are described

herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or biock diagrams of

methods, apparatus (systems) and computer program products according to

examples of the principles described herein. Each biock of the flowchart

illustrations and biock diagrams, and combinations of blocks n the flowchart

illustrations and biock diagrams, may be implemented by computer usable

program code. The computer usable program code ay be provided to a

processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other

programmable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the

computer usable program code, when executed via, for example, the processor

( 15) of the MFP device (105) or other programmable data processing

apparatus, implement the functions or acts specified n the flowchart and/or

block diagram block or blocks. In one example, the computer usabie program

cod may be embodied within a computer readable storage medium; the

computer readable storag medium being part of th computer program



product in one exam pie, the computer readable storage medium is non-

transitory computer readable medium.

[0057] The specification and figures describe a system to detect

signature Sines in an electronic document and display those lines on a display

device (205) of the FP device 200) for the use to apply a signature to. This

system and an accompanying method may have a number of advantages,

including quickly scrolling or sequencing through a number of signature lines

within a document and signing a name on those fines. This provides the user

with the ability to jump from one signature line to another signature line without

advancing along the eiectronic document and without being presented with that

text or imaging that appears between signature lines. Additional the system

provides for a user to easily sign on the signature lines without touching the

display device with a palm. As described above, this may be done physically

through the bezel as well as electronically by the processor detecting the palm

press and ignoring that press. documents such as mortgage documents a

reiatively Iarge number of signature lines may be detected. These lines may be

presented to the user in a relatively quick fashion so that the user, after reading

the document may quickly agree to content of the document by signing it using

the system.

[0058] The preceding description has been presented to illustrate and

describe examples of the principles described. This description is not intended

to be exhaustive or to limit these principles to any precise form disclosed. Many

modifications and variations are possible In light of the above teaching,



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A system comprising:

a multifunctional peripheral device comprising;

a processor; and

a display device;

in which the processor detects signature lines in an electronic document;

and

in which the display device displays the detected signature lines one at a

time.

2 . The system of claim n which the processor transforms content within

the electronic document into a grayscale representation.

3 . The system of claim 2, in which the processor generates a contour map

of the grayscale representation of the electronic document.

4 . The system of claim , in which displaying th detected signature lines

comprises placing each detected signature line at the bottom of the display

device.

5. The system of claim 1 in which displaying the detected signature lines

comprises creating a zoomed in image of the signature line where the zoom

factor displays the width of the signature line filling the width of the display

device.

. The system of claim 1 , in which the multifunctional peripheral device

further comprises a raised bezel at the bottom of the display device.

S



7 . The system of claim , in which t e multifunctional peripheral device

receives the electronic document by scanning a hard cop of a document.

8. A method of detecting signature lines within an electronic document with

a multifunctional peripheral device, comprising:

receiving the electronic document at the multifunctional peripheral device;

detecting signature lines in th electronic document; and

displaying each detecied signature line within the electronic document on

a display device of the multifunctional peripheral device.

9 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising detecting on the display device

a palm touch from a user of the muitifunciional peripheral device and rejecting

the palm touch as a touch on the display device.

10. The method of claim 8 , in which the multifunctional peripheral device

further comprises a raised bezel at the bottom display device

. The method of claim 8 , further comprising detecting a starting and ending

point of the detected signature lines in the electronic document and resizing the

image of the detected signature iine on the display device to include the

signature line

12. The method of claim , in which displaying the signature lines on a

display device of the multifunctional peripheral device further comprises

displaying a forward and backward button thai, upon activation, scrolls through

the detected signature lines,

1 . A computer program product for receiving edits to an electronic

document, the computer program product comprising:

a computer readable storage medium comprising computer usable

program cod embodied therewith, the computer usable program code

comprising:



computer usable program code to, when executed b a processor,

receive the electronic document at a multifunctional peripheral device;

computer usable program code to, when executed by a processor,

detect signature lines within the electronic document; and

computer usable program code to, when executed by a processor,

display the signature lines on a display device of the multifunctional

peripheral device.

14. The computer program product of claim 13, further comprising computer

usable program code to, when executed by a processor, detect on the display

device a palm touch from a user of the multifunctional peripheral device and

rejecting the palm touch as a touch on the display device.

. The computer program product of claim 3 , in which displaying the

signature lines on a display device of the multifunctional peripheral device

further comprises displaying a forward and backward button that, upon

activation, scrolls through the detected signature fines.
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